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Abstract 
Hypertext systems are easier to write today, computers are much faster, languages and libraries are greatly 

enhanced, under standing of software architecture, design and development have all improved  dramatically. While 
documents are accessed the implicit hypertext structure of the original documents should be employed. Different 
hypertext structures and methods for analyzing paper documents to  structures are presented. The structures also 
form the basis for the presentation of the content of the document to the user. 

Documentation are stored in text files that generally flat i.e. linear way and this  organization is not 
adequate. The documentation of a software system are interleaved with the source code and have many possible 
paths to read the available information. A hypertext enables non-sequential reading and writing which consists of set 
of nodes where each node contains some amount of information. These nodes are connected by links and form a 
directed graph.  
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Introduction  

Navigating a hypertext means following 
these links, each node have several outgoing links 
and there are many possible sequences which inspect 
the nodes. This gives the user the feeling of free 
movement through the available information[21] 
[15]. 

The ideas of hypertext was describe by 
Vannevar Bush[2],  vision of organizing information 
similar to the human mind, which operates by 
association describe in memex. Bush’s ideas 
influenced the work of Douglas Engelbart, who 
developed NLS (oN Line System). It was an 
experimental tool for storing specifications, plans, 
designs, programs and documentation and for doing 
planning, designing, debugging[9]. More and more 
hypertext systems have emerged with the evolution 
of cheaper and more powerful computers[6][20]. 
Possible applications of hypertext systems include 
dictionaries, encyclopedias, product catalogs, 
technical documentation, help systems and software 
engineering tools. Hypertext tools are the new 
generation of documentation tools. Nonsequential 
reading and writing is extremely useful for software 
documentation and the concepts of hypertext used for 
the integration of source code and documentation.  
The documentation organized with hypertext tools 
are easier for users to explore software systems and 
good quality document can more easily be studied 
and checked for consistency and completeness.  

 
Hypertext gives the idea, design decisions 

and connect them with the corresponding source code 
locations without the need to create separate 
documents. Ideas and design decisions were written 
down during the development phase is easier and less 
tedious than writing documentation from scratch after 
development. The fact that software systems change 
during development becomes less serious because the 
corresponding documentation parts are easily 
available and kept consistent. 

Nodes and links in a hypertext 
documentation are well structured, this is major 
factor that determines how easily it is used and 
update. Additional features like indexes, searches, 
filters, bookmarks and path histories enhance the 
opportunities of hypertext. Arbitrary nodes and links 
can be defined when writing a hypertext and there 
exist numerous possible ways through a hypertext 
when reading it, so predefined structures and 
guidelines help in producing documentation and 
minimizing the danger of getting lost in a complex 
information web. 
 
Spatial Hypertext 

Spatial interface indicates four major 
benefits:  
• It takes advantage of people's considerable visual 

recognition and intelligence 
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• It facilitates constructive ambiguity 
• It supports emerging problem-solving strategies 
• It reduces overhead in communicating with others 
It allow users to take advantage of their visual 
memory and pattern recognition. Remembering 
where one saw a document in a visual workspace is a 
process of recognizing the area in which a document 
was located at a progressively finer-grained level. It 
facilitate for constructive ambiguity, where a link in a 
document-centered hypertext either exists or does not 
in a particular presentation of the material, placement 
of a node close but not quite with others can imply 
some indecision or potential for a relation between 
the nodes. Allowing people to express ambiguity 
more easily and enable to perform tasks such as 
analysis or design  interpretations work with the 
materials. 
Many tasks require information to be shared among a 
group of collaborators. Hypertext's application to 
information sharing has been investigated by many 
systems including the Virtual Notebook System[19] 
and Sepia[22]. The initial study of spatial layouts of 
information implied a correlation between the 
number of people sharing information space and the 
degree of visual structure apparent in the 
arrangement. When it was necessary for more people 
to understand the information space, they created a 
higher degree of perceptual structure and followed it 
more strictly. As with sharing information in a 
navigational hypertext or file system, users must 
agree on a basic framework in order to effectively 
communicate. In contrast with a navigational 
hypertext or file system, effective use of ambiguous 
and implicit relationships does not require on users to 
agree on particular relationships or agree on their 
interpretation. 
 
Link Navigation/Retrieval 

Information Retrieval and the Hypermedia 
approach communities are converging in the search 
for powerful multimedia information management 
tools. The Information Retrieval community is 
particularly concerned with retrieval. Retrieval 
typically answers the request "find documents 
containing something like this query". In terms of 
links or associations, retrieval usually relies on being 
able to make an association between a query, for 
example a keyword or phrase and an information 
item (document) containing something similar to the 
query. Typically, the association is achieved either 
through pre-indexing analysis. 

The Hypertext community has been 
particularly concerned with navigation. Navigation 
involves steering across links or associations which 
do not necessarily require similarity between the 

source and the destination. The link may represent 
some meaningful higher level association that is 
typically identified through the mind of the link 
author. 

Retrieval and navigation can result in the 
dynamic provision of links created on the fly using 
theming technology based on statistical and linguistic 
techniques to provide links derived from the current 
document context. This technology has been 
successfully employed commercially[12] as an 
evolution of a dynamic link service[3][4]. 
 
Hypertext Model 

Main concept of model is the HTML page 
and the URI (uniform resource identifier). The 
hypertext model has different types of links i.e. 
reference, inclusion and link behaviors. The content 
of a node is a tree of elements.  

Generally a hypertext model structural part 
is composed of nodes, anchors and links. Each node 
has a unique identity and a content. The content of a 
node is a sequence of elements which may be 
character strings, images, etc. An anchor is an 
element or a sequence of elements within the content 
of a node, it serves as a starting or ending point of a 
link. A link is defined by its starting and ending 
anchors and by its category it is either ‘reference’ or 
‘inclusion’. Reference links are intended to create a 
navigation structure within the nodes. Inclusion links 
are intended to create nested structures that represent 
complex contents[16]. 

This model can easily be mapped only 
problem comes from inclusion links because in 
HTML, the <A HREF...> tag corresponds to 
reference links and there are no inclusion links 
(except for images, with the IMG tag). The approach 
creating tools for the Web was to represent in a single 
HTML page, the content of a node, all its subnodes 
and use embedded list tags to show the inclusion 
structure. 
Reference links 

It creates an active element whose action 
consists of jumping to the referred link. A link 
specification refers to a node through its identity, 
which is composed of its schema name together with 
actual parameter values. The source anchor of a link 
can be any element or list of elements. A reference 
link is specified with the following syntax : 
href node_schema_name[ actual_parameter_list ] ( 
element, ...  ) 
Inclusion links: 

It creates a compound-component 
relationship between two nodes. The content of the 
included node is a part of the content of the parent 
node and can themselves include other nodes, it is 
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possible to create complex hierarchical documents 
through inclusions[14]. This  mechanism is very 
powerful and serve many purposes such as:  
• computing outer-joins 
• constructing complex hierarchical contents 
• reusing node schemas 
• computing paths in a graph 
• computing transitive closures  
Expand in place links 

It is an inclusion link that defers the 
inclusion until the user activates the link. The content 
of a node with expand-in-place links are depend on 
user actions taken. For instance : 
Expand href Work_image[wno]("[open image]") 
It display the content of the Work_image instance 
corresponding to that work number.  
 
Design Methodologies of Structured 
hypertext 

It consist of successive steps: 
• Conceptual design :It is similar to database 

conceptual design to capture the domain semantics 
and produces a conceptual model which can be a 
class diagram in OOHDM[17] or an entity 
relationship diagram in RMM[11]. Design can be 
supported by a hypertext system. 

• Navigational design : It determines what 
information will be presented to users in the 
hypertext’s nodes and how these nodes will be 
interrelated through hypertext links. 

• Abstract interface design : It define all the 
necessary types of hypertext nodes and an efficient 
linking structure on these node types. A node type 
is specified by the type of entities it will present, 
some selection predicate and a list of attributes to 
include in the node content. 

• Interface implementation : It defines what access 
primitives interconnect the nodes. Access 
primitives may be unidirectional, bidirectional 
links, groups of links, indexes and guided tours. 

A rigid structure is promoted for its efficiency and 
cost-effectiveness but excessive rigidity can be 
costly. 
 
Hypertext Design 

It is a complex problem that has generated a 
lot of research[18]: 
• To the identification of design issues 
• The study of the design process 
• The definition of design methodologies and 

principles 
• The definition of design patterns 
• The development of hypertext design environment 

Hypertext design techniques have following 
questions: How  
• To orient the readers and help them read efficiently 

with pleasure 
• One help the readers retrace the steps in their 

reading path 
• One inform those reading a document where the 

links in that document lead 
• One assist readers who have just entered a new 

document to feel at home here 
Hypertext orientation and access structures includes 
to address these questions: 
• Indexes 
• folder hierarchies 
• navigation histories 
• site maps 
• home pages 

The design process shows that designers act 
incrementally and have an opportunistic behaviour, 
reasoning at the abstract level and at the instance 
level[13]. Thus it is necessary to hypertext designers 
to take  prototyping tools for the experimental 
feedback. 
Hypertext Design Views 
Schemas and instances of node 

The hypertext view specification consists of node 
schemas and node types. Every node schema 
specifies : 
• The data collections 
• The selection and ordering criteria 
• The elements that form the node content 
• Links to other nodes 
It has following form: 

node node_name [ parameter_list ] 
element_list 
from collection, ... 
selected by boolean_expression 
ordered by numeric_expression 
The content of a node is specified by a list of 

content elements. An element is either a compound 
element of the form < element_type > (element,.....) 
or a simple expression based on litteral constants, 
database attributes, functions and operators. Element 
types are tag names which depends on the target 
language. 
Hypertext view consists of instances of schema 
views. Node is determined by its schema name and a 
list of parameter values. Content are obtained by 
querying the database according to the selection 
condition and finally evaluate the content elements 
on the selected tuples. 
It is necessary to apply hypertext design principles to 
obtain efficient hypertext views. 
The design method has two phases.  
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i. Initial structured phase : Structured hypertext 
design methodologies such as RMM[11] and HDM 
[1]. It takes the database schema as a starting point. 
Hypertext structure schema 

It made up of one node schema for each 
database relation. For a relation schema R(A1, …, 
Ar) with primary key attributes K1, …, Kn , the 
corresponding node schema is 

node R[p1….. pn] 
{A1….Ak} 

from R selected by K1= p1….Kn = pn 
If a group of attributes F1…..Fm forms a foreign key 
of another relation S, R must contain a reference link 
href S[F1…..Fm] (…). Instance of this schema 
represents a tuple of R with links pointing to tuples 
related through a foreign key. 
Links and index reverse nodes 
It is necessary to define index nodes to implement the 
1 to n direction of an association based on a foreign 
key. If relation R has a foreign key F that refers to S, 
the index node is defined as follows: 

node R_by_F [f] 
{href R[K] (…)} 
from R selected by F = f 

K is a key of R. The node schema corresponding to S 
must be completed with a link of the form href 
R_by_F[L](…)  
L is a key of S.  
If two tuples t1 and t2 are related in the database 
through foreign keys, there exists some path in the 
hypertext to go from the representation of t1 to the 
representation of t2 and vice versa. 
Entry points 
It is intended to help the user enter the hyperspace or 
to reorient user during the navigation. 

ii.  Refinement phase : It consists of various 
refinement operations to incrementally enhance the 
hyperspace based on experimental feedback obtained 
by rapidly developing prototypes and testing them to 
improve the navigability of the hypertext view. The 
idea is to produce a new prototype by applying one or 
more operations to test it and collect the experimental 
feedback to incorporate it in the next prototyping 
cycle. 
Link composition 

To reduce the number of navigation steps in 
the hypertext view is to create "shortcut" links which 
consist of composing two or more links into a new 
one. When two nodes are defined on the same 
relation R this operation is straightforward. If a node 
N1 has a reference link to a node N2 and N2 has a 
link to a node N3, this last link can be directly 
incorporated in N1. 

node R_from _X [...] 
... href R[K] 
from R... 

where K is a key of R, in this case any link in R can 
be incorporated into R_from_X to suppress a 
navigation step. If the two nodes N1 and N2 are 
defined on different relation then the definition of N1 
must be changed before incorporating a link of N2 
into N1. 
Inclusions 

It consists of changing the nature of a 
reference link into an inclusion link. This operation is 
particularly interesting when the link has a semantics 
of the type "part-of "or "compound-of". It is also a 
way of reducing the number of reference links in the 
hypertext and thus to shorten navigation paths. 
Summarization 

When a node represents a large object with 
many attributes then it is desirable to derive 
"summarized" node by removing certain attributes of 
the initial definition. It has a link towards the 
complete node. It is also decided for each link which 
leads to the initial node if it is necessary to "redirect" 
it towards the summarized node. 
Computed links addition 

Some relationships are not represented 
directly in the database schema. Links corresponding 
to such derived relationships is created in the 
hypertext schema using diverse schemas.  
Widening 

It weakening its selection condition, other 
objects will be shown in the node. This is a way to 
contextualize information by presenting it together 
with related information. 
Previewing 

It is useful to see part of the contents of a 
referred node without having to traverse the link. 
This operation consists of creating a summarized 
node as in the derivation operation and complement 
the initial reference link with the inclusion of the 
summarized node. 
 
The concept of active view 

A fully functional hypertextual interface 
should enable the user to act on database through the 
hypertext view. It means 
• Typical hypertextual operations like modifying a 

node contents, linking and unlinking nodes should 
be available 

• It should be possible to trigger database procedures 
by acting on some hypertext object 

Views are computed, the only way to update a view 
is to update the database and then recomputed the 
view include translate any view update operations 
into database update operations as shown in figure 1. 
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Fig. 1.  View Operation 

 
For a given view operation there are several 

possible translations leading to different database 
states that all generate the same view. It is not 
possible to translate view operations into database 
operations because of ambiguities so other auxiliary 
mechanism must be used.  
An active link is a reference link (href) that triggers a 
database action when traversed. The general syntax 
of an active link is 

active href node_name[parameters] ( standard or 
input or action elements ) 

 
Link Integrity 

It is useful to consider a link as the 
connection between two or more anchors. A link 
might be bi-directional. An anchor consists of 
the document identifier and the content 
reference which is some kind of a pointer to the 
"hotspot" or "button" or destination of the link. 
Sometimes anchors are held in separate link services 
or hyperbases as shown in figure 1b, and sometimes 
they are embedded within document content as 
shown in figure1a. 

 
Fig 1 a : Embedded Anchor 

 
  

 
 

Fig 1.b.: Anchor in a Link server 
 

There are pro's and con's to be considered 
for different methods of link representation[7] and 
different representations may require different 
approaches to link integrity. When a link points into a 
document which cannot be found then the link is 
called to dangle. This problem will occur whenever a 
document is deleted or moved without updating 
connected links. When an link refers to the wrong 
place within the document then it is 
a content reference problem[8]. This problem may 
occur if a document is changed without updating 
connected links. One can detect and correct broken 
links, one can prevent links from becoming broken in 
the first place or one can ignore them. 
 
Conclusion  

Access to paper documents should be done 
on the basis of a proper document representation. The 
structure introduced in this paper integrates 
definitions from creation models for documents and 
hypertext. It consists of various types of structure 
descriptions considering different aspects of the 
document. Methods for each analysis step have been 
proposed. 
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